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ABSTRACT

In the single-source shortest path (SSSP) problem, the shortest paths from a source vertex v to all other vertices in a graph should be executed in the best way. A common algorithm to solve the (SSSP) is the A* and Ant colony optimization (ACO). However, the traditional A* is fast but not accurate because it does not calculate all node’s distance of the graph. Moreover, it is slow in path computation. In this paper, we propose a new technique that consists of a hybridizing of A* algorithm and ant colony optimization (ACO). This solution depends on applying the optimization on the best path. For justification, the proposed algorithm has been applied to the parking system as a case study to validate the proposed algorithm performance. First, A*algorithm generates the shortest path in faster time complexity. ACO will optimize this path and output the best path. The result showed that the proposed solution provides an average decreasing time complexity e is 13.5%.

This is an open access article under the CC BY-SA license.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a hybrid technique for single-source shortest path-based on A* algorithm and ant colony optimization. Recently, time and cost consumption are among the effective factors in human life. This in turn, triggers the attention to reconsider the shortest path issue in different transportation engineering industries and applications. This reconsideration is clearly seen in the contemporary advances in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) [1-2]. To be more specific, these advances are illustrated in the productions of the real-time Automated Vehicle Dispatching System (AVDS) and the vehicle Route Guidance System (RGS) in which these systems require the shortest path guidance with rapid time and precise means [3-4]. In cases of a heavy traffic jam, the RGS commands a built-in device to calculate the ideal paths. The suggested paths are generated in a very short time. Similarly, the AVDS generates the ideal paths and timetables in a practical period after the service is requested by a customer. The ideal paths and timetables depend on the travel time which is vital to the city traffic settings. During the optimization process, a minimum path algorithm is covertly required to be frequently applied [5]. Nowadays, the shortest path algorithm is largely utilized. It constructs the foundations of several issues including the tree issue and...
the network flow issue, among others. In this regard, several algorithms are utilized in generating the shortest path. Among these algorithms are the Ant colony optimization algorithm, Floyd algorithm, Genetic algorithm, A* algorithm and Dijkstra [6-7]. The employment of such algorithms in solving the shortest path issue can be in several areas including VANET, MANET, and networking [8-9]. To validate the proposed method, the proposed method has been applied in the parking system layout. The remaining parts of this paper are structured as follows. Section one is introductory. Section two discusses the literature relating to the traditional algorithms utilized in generating the shortest path including the Genetic Algorithm, Ant Colony Optimization, Dijkstra’s algorithm, and A*algorithm. Section three is the research methodology that describes the integration of ant colony optimization and A* as a model for generating the shortest and ideal path in a very short time. Section five presents and debates on the research finding. Section six summarizes and concludes this paper with suggested points for future studies.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Several types of research have been conducted to tackle the shortest path issue. However, only a few types of research have successfully reached this end offering algorithms that generate the shortest path in practical time and in a precise way. Dijkstra’s algorithm and A*algorithm are among these few algorithms and the most popular ones. Dijkstra’s algorithm generates travel time between two nodes. It produces the shortest path tree by explaining the issue of the one source for the shortest path in a graph search [10-11]. Several applications use Dijkstra’s algorithm in calculating the shortest path. In this respect, a Hybrid Genetic algorithm has been integrated with Dijkstra’s algorithm in order to offer a solution for the shortest path issue of the Mobile Robot [12]. This integration resulted in a model that requires less time and generates less repetition. This model is largely applicable to great dimensional issues. In 2018, the applicability of the Bellman-Ford Algorithm and Dijkstra's Algorithm had been tested for solving the shortest path issue [13-14]. The findings of this test showed that Dijkstra’s algorithm functions more efficiently for many nodes and that the Bellman-Ford Algorithm functions more efficiently for the small number of nodes. A* algorithm is the result of Dijkstra’s algorithm with an empirical search, leading A* algorithm to path planning quicker than Dijkstra’s algorithm. To determine the shortest path for an Indoor Positioning System, a study has tested the algorithms of A* and Dijkstra’s [15-16]. The study found that due to Dijkstra’s frequent tries to improve an initial approximation (cost) of each node, A* algorithm is the fastest. In other words, Dijkstra’s algorithm requires more time to arrive at the target node. Another study modified the path planning of A* algorithm for mobile robots [17]. The study followed the norms of the Jump Point Search (JPS) in generating its A* algorithm. The findings of this study showed that this modification made the path longer than that of A* algorithm. Nevertheless, the emerging algorithm is applicable for rapidly finding a path. Moreover, Dijkstra’s algorithm offers an ideal solution to the shortest path issue, but it is slow compared to other algorithms. A* algorithm offers a quick solution to the shortest path issue by evaluating its search direction [18-19]. Therefore, A* algorithm is employed for path optimization for both computer games and parking lot designs [20]. The literature review suggests that Dijkstra’s algorithm is precise but slow because it analyses all graph nodes. It also suggests that A* algorithm requires less time since it only analyses the estimated shortest path. Consequently, both algorithms are to be optimized by a provisional optimization algorithm such as a graphetically search algorithm, ant colony algorithm or a genetic algorithm. Ant colony optimization (ACO) is an algorithm-generated following the norms of ants in real life in their attempts to reach the ideal path from colony to food [21-22]. To find the ideal food path, ants use trail pheromone along the way from colony to food. Thus, other ants follow the trail. In the case of short and long paths, ants tend to heavily follow the shortest path leading to a strong trail pheromone. Eventually, more ants follow the shortest path since it has a heavy pheromone that appeals ants more [23]. Ultimately, all ants find the ideal shortest path. Recently, ACO has triggered the researchers’ interest in reconsidering complicated transportation issues including control issues, traffic engineering, public transit, and vehicle routing and scheduling [24]. The Meta-Heuristics in Short Scale Construction contains Genetic Algorithm and Ant Colony Optimization. A model has integrated ACO to reach certain information based on some preferences rather than an extensive engine's search. Therefore, this integration allows users to spend less time waiting for search results. Another model has suggested the integration of the High-order Graph Matching Based and the Ant Colony Optimization [25-26]. This model presented a method of a problem-specific pheromone initialization. It also redefined the domestic and international pheromone rules based on the latest updates. The findings of this model argue that the emerging algorithm reached a higher efficiency than that of the three state-of-the-art methods.
3. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed model of hybridizing Ant colony optimization and A* algorithm is designed to find the ideal path in a short time. The first step is the initial distance estimation generated by A* algorithm between the source node represented in the parking lot gate and the destination represented in the building entrance. A* algorithm is significant here because it grants a value for each node of the space configuration as follows:

\[ f(v) = h(v) + g(h) \]  

(1)

In this equation, \( n \) is the following node on the trail, \( g(n) \) represents the value of the trail between the starting node to \( N \), and \( h(n) \) is an empirical estimation of the value of the most effective path from \( n \) i.e. the building entrance. A* algorithm determines the most efficient path it may consider reaching the target destination. When the empirical test of the ideal path is successful, the estimated value is proven correct. The layout design of the parking allows A* algorithm to initialize \( h(x) \), the estimated value of a straight line between the starting point i.e. the gate to the ending point i.e. the entrance of the building. The priority queue is performed at this stage to test the frequent option for the nodes of the minimum value to expand. This priority queue is called the open set. At all steps, nodes with a value less than \( f(x) \) are unselected from the queue leaving the values \( f \) and \( g \) as well as their neighboring nodes to be selected and calculated accordingly.

As discussed, the neighboring nodes are included in the priority queue. Consequently, the search algorithm resumes its search until it reaches a node with the lowest value in the queue less than \( f \). The value of the shortest path is the value of \( f \) considering \( h \) at a zero value for the building entrance within an acceptable empirical test. Furthermore, ACO optimizes the resulting path to generate the ideal path from the gate as a starting point to the entrance as a final destination. At the early time, ants randomly search for food to return with them to their colony. Using pheromone, ants mark their path to food leading other ants to follow this path. The path that has the highest value of pheromone is the one leads to food. Thus, the value is determined by the pheromone-based on the usage of such by ants. In this proposed model, food is given the value of \((0, 1)\). In the case of an empty parking bay, the status of the parking is zero \((0)\) which refers to food for ants. In the case of a full parking bays, the status of the parking is one \((1)\) which refers to no food for ants. On another perspective, ants use pheromone for the path they followed for food. However, this pheromone fades over time when the path is not used. This case suggests that ants follow another path of food. This process updates ants with the latest ideal path for food. Therefore, in this model, ants are referred to as a number and pheromone are referred to as a value that changes based on ants’ usage of paths. Finally, when ants find an empty parking bay within the parking suggested by A* algorithm, it begins its path optimization according to certain measures. In the beginning, the ACO will initialize its parameters which are the nodes and ants’ number, the initial path is generated by A* algorithm and the pheromone. Then ACO will set the distances of the nods and the matrices. Once all the parameters are ready, the ACO will start by the first ant which is K assigned as 1 and locate it on the initial node which is the gate used by the car. Then the ant will start from the first node and will define a random number from zero to one. The random number is defined as 0.5. If this random number is smaller than the initial path which is \( q_0 \), that means there is a path and ANT should follow this path which means perform (1). Otherwise ANT will explore new paths then perform (2).

\[
S = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{argmax } u \in jk( r ) \{ [r(u)]^\alpha, [\eta (r,u)]^\beta \} & \text{if } s \notin jk(r) \\
\text{otherwise (biased exploration)} & \text{if } s \in jk(r)
\end{array} \right.
\]  

(2)

If the random number is bigger than the initial path which is \( q_0 \), equation 2 will be applied.

\[
P_{k(r,s)} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
[\tau(r,s)]^\alpha, [\eta (r,s)]^\beta & \text{if } s \in jk(r) \\
0, \text{otherwise} & \text{if } s \notin jk(r)
\end{array} \right.
\]  

Then the ant will deposit pheromone on the edges as in (3).

\[
\text{(3)}
\]

\[
\text{(4)}
\]
where 0 < ρ < 1 is a parameter. The term ∆τij may be defined as (4). This step will be repeated until all the ants are initialized. If all the ants are initialized, there will be 10 ants in this case. Then ACO will determine the best route of the iteration by depositing additional pheromone on each visited edge using (5).

The pheromone level update is performed at the end of an iteration using the formula (6).

where ρ is the pheromone decay parameter (0 < ρ < 1), and L best is either LGB (the length of the globally best tour since the start of algorithm execution) or Lib (the length of the best tour found during the current iteration of the algorithm). Then the best path will be determined and showed to the user. The flowchart of the proposed solution is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The proposed solution

4. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The simulation has been done using two algorithms in Java software. The paths and the parking lot in Java are represented as nodes. The simulation has been done on a workstation computer with high specifications. The CPU was Core i7 and 16GB for RAM. Exit button, algorithm option and the computing time are presented in the GUI as well. Two scenarios and three cases have been selected to show and prove the differences in the time complexity between the traditional ACO and the proposed algorithm (ACO+A*).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed algorithm based on different cases. To evaluate and compare the searching performance based on the proposed algorithm. Finally, it shows that the proposed algorithm found the best solution in almost all cases.
CASE1:
In the first case, as shown below. ACO has been applied to find the nearest parking lot. The parking lot number 6 has been assigned as the nearest parking to the entrance. Moreover, the performance algorithm time was 17 ms, as shown in Figure 2.

While the proposed algorithm was applied to find the nearest parking lot, the results show parking number 6 has been assigned as the nearest parking to the entrance, which is the same solution by the traditional ACO. However, the proposed solution has been achieved it in a faster time, which is 14.5 ms, as shown in Figure 3, which can prove the impact of the new method.

Figure 2. Case 1 the nearest parking to the entrance by ACO

Figure 3. Case 1 the nearest parking lot to the entrance by the proposed algorithms

CASE 2:
In this case, when the ACO has been selected, the parking number 5 has been chosen as the nearest empty parking to the entrance within 14 ms, as illustrated in Figure 4(a). While the proposed algorithm has been applied the same parking, a lot has been assigned but in a shorter time which is 12.5 ms as shown in Figure 4(b).
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6. CONCLUSION
In this study, the (SSSP) has been presented. Several algorithms have been explained to solve this problem in different ways. This study introduced a new technique to find the best path and prove it by applying the new method on the parking system. The simulation has been examined in different cases. Three scenarios were implemented for each algorithm. Each scenario has been examined for 3 cases in the different parking lot to validate and to evaluate the improvement of the new method. The results of each scenario prove the power of the hybridization of the new method on solving the shortest path problem in contrast with ACO in term of the time computing. A* plays an important role, especially when proved the effective searching performance compared with ACO. Future work includes the experiments using huge data and improve the ACO algorithm such as hybrid it with local search algorithm or formulate a new ACO for multi-objective optimization.
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